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Abstract – We presentWiser, an Internet routing pro-
tocol that enables ISPs to jointly control routing in a way
that produces efficient end-to-end paths even when they
act in their own interests.Wiser is a simple extension
of BGP, uses only existing peering contracts for mone-
tary exchange, and can be incrementally deployed. Each
ISP selects paths in a way that presents a compromise
between its own considerations and those of other ISPs.
Done over many routes, this allows each ISP to improve
its situation by its own optimization criteria compared to
the use of BGP today. We evaluateWiser using a router-
level prototype and simulation on measured ISP topolo-
gies. We find that, unlike Internet routing today,Wiser
consistently finds routes that are close in efficiency to that
of global optimization for metrics such as path length. We
further show that the overhead ofWiser is similar to that
of BGP in terms of routing messages and computation.

1 Introduction
The Internet is made up of independent ISP networks that
cooperate to carry traffic for each other and at the same
time compete as business entities. This tension means
that no one ISP is able to dictate traffic paths solely ac-
cording to its best interests, but must instead acquiesce
in some manner to the interests of other ISPs. BGP, as
commonly used today, codifies one division of control:
ISPs usually select the path of outgoing traffic and re-
linquish control over the path of incoming traffic. This
is problematic because it means that ISPs may lack con-
trol where needed, e.g., to shift incoming traffic in re-
sponse to a failure or temporary overload [4, 36]. Studies
have also shown that routing paths, while often reason-
able, can sometimes be poor from an end-to-end perspec-
tive [40, 44, 50].

This state of affairs is not new and has witnessed little
real change over the past decade. Lacking effective pro-
tocol support, ISPs can mitigate problems through net-
work engineering, e.g., by peering widely to minimize
path length inflation in the common case [44], and by
manually overriding configurations to handle very poor
routes [27]. Newer routing platforms such as RCP [12]
can also do a more effective job of optimizing routing
within an ISP. However, while valuable, these approaches
do not change the nature of the problems that exist.

Our intent is to develop an interdomain routing proto-
col that addresses these problems at a more basic level.
We aim to allow all ISPs to exert control over all routes
to as large a degree as possible, while still selecting end-
to-end paths that are of high quality. This is a difficult
problem and there are very few examples of effective me-
diation in networks, despite competitive interests having
long been identified as an important factor [8].

While it is not a priori obvious that it is possible to
succeed at this goal, our earlier work on Nexit [28] sug-
gests that efficient paths are, in fact, a feasible outcome of
routing across independent ISPs in realistic network set-
tings. Specifically, Nexit shows it is possible for two ISPs
to improve both their individual positions and end-to-end
path quality by negotiating and making trades over their
set of interconnection choices. So while the “price of an-
archy” that measures the inherent inefficiency in multi-
party models may be significant in theory [19, 39], Nexit
suggests that it may be negligible for real networks.

However, Nexit is far from a complete or practical solu-
tion. It focuses on the limited problem of selecting inter-
connections between two ISPs, with no straightforward
extension to routing across more ISPs. And it uses a ne-
gotiation mechanism that is much more heavyweight than
BGP in terms of message and computational complexity.
These factors limit its applicability in practice.

In this paper, we develop an interdomain routing pro-
tocol, calledWiser, that is complete and practical in the
above senses of running across multiple ISPs and with
overheads comparable to BGP.Wiser lets all ISPs exert a
degree of control over all paths and produces high-quality
paths. We undertake this design in a context that is com-
patible with independent ISPs: we do not require ISPs to
disclose sensitive internal information (such as monetary
transit costs) and we do allow ISPs to make decisions ac-
cording to their best interests and their own optimization
criteria (such as a mix of latency and utilization). Wiser
paths are also completely policy compliant.

Wiser extends BGP with a simple coordination mech-
anism that builds on the bilateral ISP contracts that are
already in place and is incrementally-deployable across
pairs of ISPs. Each downstream ISP tags routing adver-
tisements with costs that are similar to BGP MEDs. Each
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Figure 1:Unilaterally controlled routing leads to longer
paths and higher resource consumption inside ISPs. The
solid lines depict early-exit routes. The dashed line de-
picts a route that is better overall as well as for the left
and right ISPs.

upstream ISP then selects paths with an amended deci-
sion process that considers the sum of its own costs and
those reported by the downstream ISPs. This lets both
upstream and downstream ISPs to exert control over all
route choices.Wiser has built-in mechanisms to discour-
age potential abuse by ISPs. Prototypes in XORP [54]
and SSFNet [46] show that its implementation complex-
ity and message overhead are similar to BGP.

For ISPs to adopt this protocol, given no change in
monetary compensation, it must be the case that all ISPs
improve their position by following this protocol. We find
this is so in nearly all cases because ISPs trade small con-
cessions on some routes for larger gains on others.

In our experiments, the end-to-end paths withWiser are
comparable to the best that can be attained with a single
entity selecting the entire path using complete informa-
tion. Over measured ISP topologies,Wiser consistently
comes close to the efficiency of globally optimized rout-
ing for several measures of interest to users and ISPs.
With a latency metric, the most inflated 1% of paths are
only 1.5 times longer than ideal, while they are 6 times
longer with BGP defaults. With a bandwidth-sensitive
metric, we find thatWiser reduces the ISP provisioning
level needed to handle interconnection failures by an av-
erage of 8% relative to BGP.

These improvements in ISP and overall efficiency seem
useful; however, the import of our work is that there exist
alternative models for controlling routing among compet-
ing ISPs that are practical, policy-compliant, and provide
high-quality paths. We consider this to be an issue that
has been open since the original Detour study [40]. If we
may generalize from our case study of Internet routing,
a broader implication is that competing interests in a dis-
tributed system can be harnessed with practical protocols
and in a way that they do not lead to poor efficiency.

2 Motivation
To see how unilateral control over routing paths can be
problematic, consider Figure 1. The middle ISP inter-
connects to each of the other two ISPs at three locations.
The numbers inside the ISPs represent the internal costs

of carrying traffic along paths. We use rough path length
as a visual surrogate for cost which will typically include
latency and capacity considerations.

With typical business contracts, each ISP can select the
route for its outgoing traffic. If each ISP acts individually,
its best option is to choose the interconnection that mini-
mizes internal cost. The result is the “early-exit” pattern,
shown with solid lines, in which each ISP sends outgo-
ing packets via the nearest interconnection. However, ob-
serve that both the left and right ISPs would be better off
and end-to-end paths would be better if both ISPs were to
use the middle exit. This is shown with the dashed line.

Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to
achieve this routing today. Path cost information can be
exchanged between pairs of ISPs with MEDs. But MEDs
are not transitive, and even so, their semantics simply
change who controls routing; MEDs implement late-exit
routing (in which downstream ISPs control the path) and
neither provide joint control nor improve routes in the ag-
gregate. Other available mechanisms such as communi-
ties have similar shortcomings.

Independent decisions imply that ISPs have poor con-
trol over their traffic. This is more pronounced for in-
coming traffic, for which the available methods are im-
precise and coarse-grained at best [4, 36]. It also impacts
outgoing traffic, for which ISPs today can only imple-
ment early- or late-exit routing but nothing in between.
Our conversations with network operators confirm that
this can be a major problem in practice.

Several studies have also observed inefficiencies as a
result of unilateral control of routing [40, 44, 50]. They
find many Internet paths to be slightly inflated and a small
fraction to be highly inflated. The latter is most evi-
dent when paths traverse a chain of ISPs, since each ISP
uses only a local view to select its portion of the route.
These studies also find that a primary cause for inflation
is how ISPs select their paths today, and other factors
such as commercial preferences or inadequate peering are
not major contributors [44, 50]. Although manual inter-
vention can fix these routes, it is costly and error-prone.
We interpret these studies as motivating a mechanism that
consistently (and automatically) produces good paths.

As our example suggests, improving routing requires
both sharing and incentives for overall decision making.
The left ISP cannot know that the middle interconnection
produces a better path without some sharing of informa-
tion. Given only sharing, the left ISP has little incentive to
act for the greater good and use the middle interconnec-
tion unless it is compensated, for instance, by the reverse
traffic using the middle link as well. But by not recip-
rocating, the right ISP stands to decrease its costs at the
expense of the left ISP. This can easily lead to a stand-
off. Our work aims to resolve such issues in a mutually-
beneficial manner.



3 Problem and Approach
Our goal is to design a practical interdomain routing pro-
tocol that enables ISPs to jointly control routing and com-
pute good end-to-end paths while acting in their own in-
terests. In this section, we informally describe the con-
straints we place on the problem and our approach to it.
We provide more detail in the next section.

For our solution to be practical, it must be incremen-
tally deployable in the existing Internet. Pragmatically,
this requires that it be comparable to BGP in terms of
traditional overheads such as message complexity, com-
putation, and convergence time. It also leads us to build
on the existing business framework in which pairs of ISPs
have peering contracts that only coarsely tie traffic levels
to monetary compensation.

Handling independent ISPs raises a different set of is-
sues [28]. We consider three constraints to be important:

1. Individual ISPs should improve their position by us-
ing our protocol compared to today. This is because we
do not assume changes in monetary compensation; with-
out compensation, ISPs will select routes that are to their
own benefit. If a new protocol does not improve their
position in the aggregate (by finding better paths within
their networks), they simply will not run it. We refer to
this property aswin-win. While all more efficient rout-
ings will improve the overall situation, not all of them
are win-win for each ISP involved, e.g., when one ISP
is required to carry traffic further than necessary because
it has the better network. Further, we want the win-win
property to approximately hold even if one ISP abuses the
protocol to try and take advantage of other ISPs.

2. While we need some information sharing, we should
not require ISPs to disclose information in forms that they
consider sensitive. This includes internal performance
metrics and the monetary cost of carrying packets. Such
information can be used against ISPs by competitors in
the marketplace and is not disclosed today.

3. We should allow ISPs to set their own optimiza-
tion criteria. In general, ISPs prefer paths that avoid con-
gestion and minimize latency over some combination of
their internal network and the performance experienced
by their customers. However, different ISPs are bound to
optimize paths differently, e.g., depending on their pro-
visioning, monetary costs, the needs of their customers,
and other factors of which we cannot be aware. There
does not exist a universal metric that works for all ISPs,
and past attempts to define such metrics have failed [18].

These constraints rule out known approaches to opti-
mizing interdomain routing (§8). Our approach is to share
rough path cost information between ISPs and enable
each to improve its routing by its own reckoning. This
does not explicitly improve end-to-end paths; rather, bet-
ter overall paths are a welcome side-effect of better paths
for individual ISPs. These paths do depend on the metric

each ISP uses and so they cannot, for example, improve
end-to-end latency if ISPs optimize strictly for utilization.
But in practice, reasonable ISP metrics will factor in both
delay and congestion. Our results then show that improv-
ing paths for ISPs is sufficient to avoid egregiously bad
overall paths, bringing most of the benefit of a more di-
rect but infeasible global optimization [20].

To share information, we extend BGP. ISPs tag adver-
tised routes with costs that are derived from internal path
costs. These advertised costs areagnosticin that they
are simply cardinal numbers whose relative magnitude
is significant. They serve to coordinate ISPs without re-
quiring a standard metric or cost derivation methodology.
We believe they limit the information that is shared to an
acceptable level; they resemble MEDs – ISPs often use
(cardinal) IGP costs to set MEDs [29, 30] even though
MEDs have ordinal semantics – and not transparent mea-
sures that disclose information in defined units, e.g., la-
tency in seconds or monetary cost in cents. It is of course
possible that ISPs may attempt to reverse-engineer net-
work properties from agnostic costs, but this is hardly a
new capability because even today outsiders can measure
ISP networks [45].

To enable ISPs to improve their position, we build on
bilateral ISP contracts with a simple mechanism that co-
ordinates the route selections of each ISP with those of its
neighbors. An ISP selects paths based on the combina-
tion of its own costs and the costs advertised by its neigh-
bor, and in return the neighbor does the same. Both track
how costs are used to see that this is so. This mechanism
is based on the observation that the interaction between
ISPs spans many flows over time. It is not necessary that
each ISP come out ahead for each individual flow. Rather,
routing can be close to win-win when ISPs take a holistic
view of traffic, compromising on some flows in exchange
for bigger gains on others.

4 Design of Wiser
We now describe our routing protocol, beginning with the
problem formulation.

4.1 ISP Model and Goal

Consider an internetwork of ISPs. Let each ISP associate
a cost with each of their internal paths. We assume that
each ISP aims to reduce the average cost of carrying traf-
fic by its own measure, i.e., minimize the sum of the cost
of its paths weighted by the traffic that they carry. So if
intcostI(p) is the internal cost of pathp in ISP I, and
trafficI(p) is the rate of traffic carried along it over some
period, we have:

costI = min
paths

0

@

X

p∈paths

trafficI(p)× intcostI(p)

1

A
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Figure 2:(a) Traditional shortest path routing with comparable costs. (b)Wiser routing with agnostic costs approxi-
mates overall shortest path routing. (c) ISPs can unduly bias routing without cost normalization.

This is close to what IGP protocols such as OSPF and
IS-IS achieve today for an intradomain workload with in-
ternal costs that are the sum of link weights. The problem
we tackle is that BGP does not achieve this goal for an
interdomain workload due to the peering point selections
that result from the interaction of independent ISPs.

We do not mandate how ISPs set internal costs, since
we wish to let them use their preferred method. In our
evaluation, we use IGP cost, i.e., the internal cost of a
path is the sum of its component link weights. Further,
we assume that ISPs act reasonably, for instance, by set-
ting internal costs to favor paths with shorter internal dis-
tances and disfavor congestion. To reduce distance, they
can simply set the link weights to reflect a measure of de-
lay. To factor in utilization, they can use mappings that
assign higher cost to links with a higher utilization [14].
Minimizing the sum of such costs then finds paths that
disfavor congestion and are otherwise short.

We also need to measure the overall efficiency across
ISPs so that we can assess the benefits of different
schemes. If the internetwork were treated as one large
ISP, with a single method of assigning costs, we could
compute the routing with minimum global cost. How-
ever, there is no well-defined optimum if ISPs use differ-
ent internal cost metrics. In such systems, the best so-
lutions that can be obtained arePareto-optimal. A solu-
tion is Pareto-optimal if the cost for any party cannot be
reduced without hurting at least one other party. Pareto-
optimality rules out solutions with obvious wastage when
all parties could be better off. Unilateral routing is Pareto-
optimal for individual paths (because each is best from
the selector’s angle) but not when considering all paths
of an ISP in aggregate. We leave the goal of overall ef-
ficiency as an informal one. In our evaluation, we look
at effects on overall measures of latency and bandwidth
to see the impact of independent ISPs, and we compute
efficiency only within individual ISPs.

4.2 Lowest-Cost Routing Across ISPs
Wiser adapts lowest-cost routing to the setting of inde-
pendent ISPs. The above discussion suggests that, if we
can put ISP interests aside, we can achieve efficient rout-
ing in a simple manner: have ISPs use the same method
of assigning costs and run a traditional lowest-cost rout-

ing protocol over them. This is shown in Figure 2(a).
Here, a route is computed to send traffic from sourceS

to destinationD. Each ISP has internal costs, which for
ease of exposition we make static and symmetric in both
directions of a link. Each ISP advertises to its neighbor
the total cost to reach the destination, which is the sum of
internal costs thus far. Each router selects the lowest cost
path. The dark line shows the optimal route that is found.

However, a näıve lowest-cost routing protocol that does
not handle ISP interests may fail to find such routes for
several reasons. Costs may not be comparable and thus
cannot simply be added across ISPs. Even so, optimal
routes may require one ISP to lose for the greater good;
we have argued that this is undesirable without changes
in monetary compensation. Moreover, there is nothing
to prevent ISPs from biasing their advertised costs to suit
their own interests, inflating some and reducing others.
Finally, even with reasonable cost advertisements, noth-
ing prevents ISPs from ignoring others’ costs while se-
lecting paths.

The following subsections describe how we address
these problems to approximate lowest-cost routing with
independent ISPs. We usecost normalizationto handle
incomparable metrics, find win-win solutions, and incent
ISPs to report costs honestly. We use bounds on the ratio
of usage costto incent ISPs to select paths honestly.

As a tool for autonomous parties, howWiser will be
used is likely to differ across ISPs. Our intent is to design
it such that its works reasonably well by default for com-
mon situations and anticipated uses. Similarly, our mech-
anisms are not intended to completely prevent unwanted
behavior. In fact, there is a fundamental conflict between
efficiency and being provably cheat-proof [7, 33]. We fa-
vor efficiency because we expect honesty to be the com-
mon case. Competitors tend to act honestly when they
seek mutual gains over a default contract [38], and even
today ISPs cooperate using mechanism that are not cheat-
proof. Cheating tends to be a poor strategy in long-term
relationships such as those between ISPs because it risks
long-term harm [1, 31].

4.3 Cost Normalization
In Wiser, ISPs normalize the costs received from neigh-
bors so that they are comparable to internal costs. Each



ISP scales the costs it receives from a neighbor such that
the sum of the costs received from the neighbor equals the
sum of the costs advertised to the neighbor. This requires
border routers to share information in order to determine
the totals; we discuss how it may be implemented in§5.
Once a normalization factor has been computed, ISPs can
add their internal costs to normalized external costs to
propagate routes. Routers then select the path with low-
est total cost and advertise it upstream, as before.

If advcostI→N (P, d) is the cost advertised for destina-
tion d by ISPI to N over peering linkP then we have:

totaladvI→N =
X

P,d

advcostI→N (P, d)

normalN→I =
totaladvI→N

totaladvN→I

advcostI→N′ (P ′, d) = min
P,N

“

intcostI
`

P ′P
´

+

normalN→I × advcostN→I (P, d)
”

Above,normalN→I is the normalization factor that ISP
I applies to the costs it receives from neighboring ISPN .
The final equation is the propagation rule: each ISP ad-
vertises to its neighbors its best cost route: the minimum
sum of its internal cost and the normalized cost it receives
from its neighbors (that are most preferred).

Figure 2(b) shows how normalization approximates ef-
ficient overall routes. The total advertised cost from the
right ISP to the middle ISP is 10. For simplicity, we have
not shown the routing advertisements forS which travel
from left to right. Assuming symmetry, the costs from the
middle to the right ISP will be the same as those adver-
tised from the middle to the left ISP, which have a total
of 22. The normalization factor for costs coming in from
the right ISP to the middle one is thus22

10
. The top inter-

connection between these two ISPs, for example, is nor-
malized to roughly 2 (1× 22

10
), and is propagated as 5 after

adding 3 for the internal path costs. While the advertised
costs are somewhat different than lowest-cost routing, the
same globally shortest path is selected.

Normalization brings two key benefits as well as al-
lowing costs to be compared across different ISPs. (In
contrast, MEDs received from different ISPs are seman-
tically incomparable, which can lead to instabilities [29]
and other practical problems [47].) First, it limits bi-
ases that a dishonest ISP can cause by manipulating costs.
Without normalization an ISP could trivially control rout-
ing by scaling its costs. For instance Figure 2(c) shows
what happens if the right ISP inflates its costs by a factor
of ten and the other ISPs continue to minimize the sum of
costs. The new path is unfavorable to the middle ISP and
has worse overall properties. Normalization nullifies the
impact of such inflation.

The bias of relative changes in advertised costs is also
limited because increasing the relative values of some
costs implies decreasing the relative values of others. We

find that even with complete knowledge, relative changes
gain little for the downstream and inflict little damage on
the upstream compared to not runningWiser (§6.3). And
in the more realistic case of partial information, the out-
come of manipulation can be hard to predict and possibly
inferior for the downstream. For instance, consider Fig-
ure 2(b) and let the right ISP increase the relative cost of
the middle link with the goal of causing the traffic to use
the top link. It must decrease the relative cost of the other
two links. By doing so, the right ISP may inadvertently
cause traffic to use the more expensive bottom link (as the
internal costs of the middle ISP in that direction are not
directly advertised to the right ISP). The combination of
limited gain and uncertainty discourages manipulations.

A second benefit of normalization is that it approxi-
mates win-win routing by making path selection sensitive
to the concerns of both ISPs. For instance, in a scenario
where one ISP has costs in the range [0-10] and the other
ISP has costs in the range [0-1000], shortest path routing
without normalization will strongly favor the ISP whose
costs dominate. Normalization gives the ISPs an equal-
footing on which to compare their costs and benefits.

Treating a neighboring ISP as an equal is an approx-
imation to an optimal solution that we have found to
work well. This is most likely because of the structure of
the ISP marketplace in which peer relationships, at least
where there is routing choice, often occur between rough
equals. As with peering contracts, however, it would be
easy for ISPs to use different weightings if they wanted to
account for significant asymmetries, e.g., a higher weight
may be assigned to (paying) customers or ISPs that send
more traffic. Similarly, instead of computing it based on
current advertisements, some ISPs may choose to have a
normalization factor based on longer-term averages. Our
experiments use an equally weighted normalization based
on current advertisements.

4.4 Bounds on the Ratio of Usage Cost
Given that ISPs are encouraged to honestly advertise
costs, we would like to also incent them to respect those
costs in making their routing choices. In the absence of
such an incentive, an upstream ISP might undermine the
protocol by selecting locally optimal paths. For instance,
the left ISP in Figure 2 might select the bottom inter-
connection regardless of the advertised costs. It is not
straightforward for the downstream ISPs to catch this be-
havior since their expensive links may be an appropriate
choice for some upstream sources.

We use a cost usage ratio to encourage ISPs to hon-
estly select paths. It is inspired by current contractual
practices, in which peer ISPs set a traffic exchange ratio
that involves no money transfer in the common case [34].
Both upstream and downstream ISPs independently track
how the upstream is sending traffic to the downstream.



They keep a running total of usage costs, which we define
to be the sum of the advertised cost of a route multiplied
by the rate of traffic that is sent along it.

The average usage cost, which is the total usage cost
divided by the total rate of traffic, will vary with ISP path
selections. With honest path selection, the average usage
cost will be low because the upstream ISP tends to avoid
paths that are costly for the downstream ISP. In contrast,
if the upstream ISP is dishonest, the average usage cost
will be higher.Wiser leverages this expected behavior by
adding a clause to the contract between ISPs that stipu-
lates a bound on the ratio of the average usage cost to
the average advertised cost. Using the same notation as
before, we have:

avgusageI→N =

P

P,d advcostN→I(P, d)× traffic(P, d)
P

P,d traffic(P, d)

avgadvN→I =

P

P,d advcostN→I
P

P,d 1

ratioI→N =
avgusageI→N

avgadvN→I

Above, avgusage
I→N

is the average usage cost of ISP
I sending traffic to ISPN andavgadv

N→I
is the usage

cost that will result if path selections are randomized over
the advertised costs of ISPN . The final equation gives
the quantity that is checked against the contractual bound
which is determined by ISPs based on their situation.

ISPs have the flexibility to make individual decisions
within the bound, but are incented to use advertised costs
in their overall route selection to stay within the contract.
Usage costs also incent an ISP to honestly propagate the
received costs in its own advertised costs; if it fails to do
so, its upstreams may select paths that are more costly
and increase its usage costs. Finally, other contractual
clauses are also possible, e.g., a provider might charge
a customer based on the measured ratio. We leave their
exploration for future work.

5 Implementation
We have implementedWiser as an extension to BGP on
two independent platforms, XORP [54] and SSFNet [46].
We made the following changes to BGP:
• As well as BGP attributes, routing messages carry ag-

nostic costs using a new optional, non-transitive route at-
tribute. (A new community attribute could also be used.)
To compute these costs, we use the IGP metric as the in-
ternal component. This is similar to the way that ISPs
use IGP costs as the basis for MEDs [29, 30]. It would be
straightforward to accept costs via a different channel to
accommodate ISPs that do not have IGP costs available,
e.g., because they use MPLS, or prefer other costs.
• Border routers keep track of the sums of the adver-

tised and received agnostic costs for each neighbor and
periodically share them with the other border routers of

1. Highest local preference
2. LowestWiser cost
3. Shortest AS-path length
4. Lowest origin type
5. eBGP-learned routes over iBGP-learned
6. Lowest IGP cost to egress router
7. Lowest router ID of the BGP speaker

Table 1:The routing decision process withWiser is simi-
lar to that with BGP except for an additional filter (Step
2) that is based onWiser cost.

the same ISP. Information from all the routers is aggre-
gated to compute the normalization factor, which is the
ratio of the incoming to outgoing costs summed across
all border routers. We leverage the existing iBGP mesh
and route reflection mechanisms but new platforms such
as RCP [12] can also be easily adapted for this purpose.
Intra-ISP partitions do not pose a major problem; routers
can either continue using the pre-partition factor or com-
pute it based on the subset of reachable routers.
• When a border router receives routes from a neigh-

bor, it normalizes their advertised costs by multiplying
them by the normalization factor for that neighbor. Only
normalized costs are propagated within the ISP.
• Each router uses the modified BGP decision process

shown in Table 1 to select routes. Compared to BGP, it
includes an additional step that selects routes based on the
Wiser cost, which is the sum of the normalized received
cost and the internal cost. This step comes after consider-
ing local preferences that implement commercial policies
(e.g., prefer customers over providers). It comes before
AS-path, which it effectively replaces, and before internal
cost, so that decisions factor in non-local costs.
•When the normalization factor for a neighbor changes

significantly (in response to major routing changes), the
border routers re-evaluate routes received from that ISP.
This is similar to what happens today when IGP costs
change. However, unlike IGP cost changes, this re-
evaluation can be done in the background, while other
tasks are processed with a higher priority. This is because
exactly one router, which received the route directly from
the neighboring ISP, is responsible for normalizing the
costs of any given route. Until that router applies the
change, the other routers do not realize that the cost of
the route has changed and have a consistent view of it.
• Finally, to verify a neighbor’s path selection behav-

ior, border routers log information required to compute
the incoming usage costs. This includes the amount of
incoming traffic and the announced cost for each destina-
tion prefix. A sampling mechanism similar to NetFlow
is used for this purpose. Periodically, the estimates are
logged to disk and reset. ISPs collect this information
from all of their border routers and check if the usage
ratio is below the contractual threshold. Similar logging



is implemented to compute outgoing usage costs, which
helps to cross-check if a neighbor claims that this ISP has
exceeded the threshold. We have not yet implemented
usage cost logging in XORP.

The modifications to BGP above can be deployed in-
crementally by pairs of ISPs to improve routing between
them. Moreover, all routers within an ISP need not be up-
graded simultaneously. In a partially upgraded state, the
normalization factor can be statically programmed at the
upgraded routers, before transitioning to a dynamic com-
putation. (Done this way, some care needs to be taken
regarding the consistency of forwarding paths.)

6 Evaluation
Our evaluation ofWiser considers the following ques-
tions:

1. How efficient isWiser and is it win-win? For the
topologies and cost models that we study, we show that
Wiser is win-win and its efficiency comes close to ideal
routing that globally optimizes the internetwork based on
complete information.

2. What is the overhead of runningWiser? We show
that the overhead ofWiser is similar to BGP in terms of
implementation complexity, routing message and compu-
tational requirements. Its convergence time is acceptable
even in response to major failures.

3. How robust isWiser to cheating?For the strategies
that we study, we show thatWiser is robust in that it limits
the gain for dishonest ISPs and the loss for honest ISPs.

4. What factors facilitate efficient routing withWiser?
While previous evaluations use inputs based on the cur-
rent Internet, this part uses synthetic cost and topology
models to understand situations under whichWiser will
be effective. We show that it produces efficient end-to-
end paths as long as ISP objectives include relevant fac-
tors and that its efficiency is higher when the costs of ISPs
that interconnect in multiple places are similar.

The answer to the questions above depend on many as-
pects of ISP networks, some of which are hard to model.
To focus on realistic rather than theoretical best- or worst-
case bounds, we combine measured data with models
based on known properties of the Internet. As mea-
sured input, we use an internetwork topology of 65 ISPs
and their interconnections [44]. These ISPs have diverse
sizes and geographical presence. A node in an ISP topol-
ogy corresponds to a city where the ISP has a point of
presence (PoP). We compute paths over these topologies
(rather than use separately measured paths) so that our
results are less influenced by measurement errors. The
models that we use depend on the experiment but a com-
mon one is approximating propagation delay of a link
by the geographic distance between the two end-point
cities [35]. Our results are of course limited to the topolo-
gies, models, and ISPs behaviors that we study.

Similar ISP Path length
objectives Bandwidth

Efficiency provisioning
(§6.1) Diverse ISP Path length and

Objectives bandwidth
Inferred weights

Implementation complexity
Routing msgs. Load independent

and costs
Overhead convergence Load sensitive costs

(§6.2) Computational Normal workloads
requirements Highly dynamic

workloads
Robustness Dishonest cost disclosure
to cheating Dishonest path selection

(§6.3) Dishonest cost propagation
Understanding Impact of topology

efficiency Impact of ISPs’ objectives
(§6.4) Comparison with Nexit

ISP costs for individual flows

Table 2:Experiments withWiser. The shaded cells cor-
respond to experiments not presented in this paper.

To compute the routing produced byWiser, we use
our XORP and SSFNet prototypes as well as a custom,
high-level simulator that does not model message pass-
ing. These three engines have different scaling proper-
ties because they model different levels of detail. We use
the custom simulator to study efficiency and robustness
to cheating, and the prototypes to study overhead.

Table 2 provides an overview of the experiments we
have conducted. We present only a subset of results in
the following sections due to space limitations.

6.1 Efficiency
The efficiency of global routing can be measured in sev-
eral ways. We study scenarios with both similar and di-
verse ISP objectives. For the former, we first consider
end-to-end path length, since long paths degrade applica-
tion performance. This metric assumes that the network
capacity is well-matched to traffic and ISPs are primar-
ily interested in minimizing the distance a packet travels
inside their networks. We then consider bandwidth provi-
sioning required by ISPs to avoid overload when the traf-
fic and capacity are no longer well-matched, e.g., due to
a failure. We use inferred link weights for scenarios with
diverse ISP objectives, since they capture the choices of
different ISPs.

6.1.1 Path length
We compare the path lengths produced byWiser to two
other routing methods:global andunilateral. The for-
mer minimizes path length using global information on
the lengths of network links. It is not feasible in practice
due to ISP autonomy issues, and we study it to under-
stand the cost of this autonomy.Unilateral mimics the
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Figure 3: Wiser produces efficient routing paths and is
win-win. Left: The CCDF (in log scale) of path inflation.
Right: The CDF of gain for individual ISPs withWiser.

common BGP policies of shortest AS-path and early-exit.
With Wiser, ISPs use internal distance as the basis for as-
signing costs to internal paths. This is a rough measure of
the resources consumed inside the network; minimizing it
is the motivation for early-exit routing. All three routing
methods follow common commercial policies [34, 48],
e.g., ISPs do not provide transit to peers and providers.
Traffic in this experiment consists of a flow between each
pair of PoPs.

We find that, unlikeunilateral, end-to-end path lengths
with Wiser come close to that ofglobal. The average path
length withWiser is only 4% higher thanglobal, while it
is 13% higher withunilateral. This improvement is use-
ful, though it suggests that the common case path length
in the Internet today is acceptable.

We find the more significant difference betweenunilat-
eral andWiser to be the distribution of path lengths of in-
dividual flows. The left graph in Figure 3 shows the path
length inflation withWiser and unilateral compared to
global as a complimentary cumulative distribution func-
tion (CCDF): they-value is the percentage of flows in-
flated by at least the correspondingx-value. An inflation
of two implies that the path length was doubled.

We see that, while half of the paths are not inflated at
all, some are highly inflated withunilateral: 5% are in-
flated by more than a factor of 2 and 1% by more than a
factor of 6. In terms of absolute inflation, 5% of the paths
are inflated by over 40 ms and 1% by over 70 ms. High
inflation is not limited to short paths or intercontinental
paths: even when we consider only paths that are longer
than 20 ms with unilateral routing or only paths within
the USA, the worst 1% are still inflated by a similar fac-
tor. Applications using overly long paths will experience
high latencies unless the paths are (manually) fixed.

To better understand how overly long paths arise, con-
sider two examples. The first example involves two large
ISPs in the USA that have national presence but intercon-
nect largely along the two coasts. For traffic going from
the middle of the country in one ISP to the east coast
inside another, withunilateral, the source ISP picks an
interconnection that is closest to the source. It happens

to be an interconnection on the west coast. Hence, the
source ISP takes the traffic to the west coast and the des-
tination ISP brings it to the east coast. Withglobal, an
east coast interconnection is employed, leading to a path
that is roughly three times shorter.

The second example involves traffic going from the
southeast to the east coast of the USA between two ISPs
that do not directly interconnect. Withunilateral, the
source ISP transfers the packets to an intermediate ISP
that does not interconnect with the destination ISP on
the east coast, which makes the traffic traverse an inter-
connection on the west coast before returning to the east
coast. Withglobal, the chosen intermediate ISP intercon-
nects with the destination ISP at the east coast itself. The
resulting path is roughly five times shorter.

The graph shows thatWiser can automatically fix such
overly long paths: 5% of the paths are inflated by a fac-
tor of 1.2 and the worst 1% by only a factor of 1.5. This
gain in efficiency stems directly from joint control over
routing. Unlikeunilateral, by combining inputs from all
ISPs,Wiser can avoid long paths that, while slightly fa-
vorable for the source ISP, are very long end-to-end.

The right graph in Figure 3 shows that improvement in
end-to-end paths withWiser does not require individual
ISPs to suffer for the global good, i.e., it is close to win-
win as we desire. It plots the CDF of gain for individual
ISPs withWiser, measured as the average reduction in
distance, relative tounilateral, that a packet travels in-
side the ISP’s network. In terms of adoption incentives,
this measure ignores the improvement in performance for
customers and the reduction in operational cost from not
having to manually fix poor routes. Almost no ISP loses
by runningWiser and many ISPs gain, and thus ISPs have
an adoption incentive. The graph shows that a handful of
ISPs do lose a little. These are small, edge ISPs for whom
the changed routing pattern represents a minor loss ac-
cording to our measure. We find that the overall quality
of routing is not impacted even if such ISPs chose to not
run Wiser. Alternatively, they can also negotiate a differ-
ent normalization factor with their neighbors.

6.1.2 Bandwidth provisioning
To be free of congestion under dynamic conditions, ISPs
can either highly provision their networks or dynamically
alleviate overload. The former approach is common to-
day because ISPs do not have proper control over routing.
But Wiser can help ISPs with the latter, and thus reduce
provisioning, by signaling to their neighbors to send less
traffic along certain paths.

To assess this benefit, we must use models based on
known properties of Internet routing. Provisioning is hard
to evaluate because it is affected by factors such as link
capacities and workloads for which there is almost no
public information. We use models that are similar to pre-
vious work [21, 28]. We use a gravity approach to model
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Figure 4: Wiser reduces overprovisioning level.Left:
Pairs of ISPs.Right: The entire internetwork topology.

traffic between two PoPs as proportional to the product of
the population of their host cities [49, 55]. We model link
capacities as proportional to the stable load on the link,
since in steady-state a well-designed network tends to be
roughly matched to its traffic [55]. We simulate dynamic
conditions by failing interconnections between ISPs, as
these failures can cause congestion today [23, 24]; we
leave the study of other perturbations such as internal fail-
ures for future work.

We measure efficiency using theoverprovisioning
level. For a link, this is the maximum additional load,
compared to its stable load, that it carries across all sim-
ulated failures. The overprovisioning level for an ISP is
the weighted average of the overprovisioning levels of its
links. The weight of a link is its stable load, to reflect that
doubling the capacity is costlier for higher-capacity links.

We compare the same three routing methods.Global
minimizes the overprovisioning level across the entire in-
ternetwork and is computed by solving a linear program-
ming problem. For computational tractability, we allow
fractional routing which provides a lower-bound on any
protocol with non-fractional routing. To illustrate the
benefit ofWiser, we set costs to be the product of static
and dynamic factors. The static factor is its length. The
dynamic factor varies linearly with load but is updated
only when the load changes by more than 10%.Unilat-
eral is computed as before and is load-insensitive; it is
uncommon for ISPs to automatically respond to overload
because that may hurt neighbors. Techniques that let ISPs
respond without hurting others have limited efficacy [11].

Due to computational limits, we could not compute
global for the entire topology. We divide our results into
two parts. First, we compare all three routing methods
over subsets of the overall topology. This illustrates how
close toglobal Wiser can get. Then, we compareunilat-
eral andWiser over the entire topology.

The left graph in Figure 4 shows the results for subset
topologies which are pairs of adjacent ISPs with traffic
flowing between all pairs of PoPs in the two ISPs. There
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Figure 5:Wiser produces efficient routing paths with in-
ferred link weights.Left: The CCDF of path inflation.
Right: The CDF of gain for individual ISPs withWiser.

are two points for each ISP pair. We find that, unlikeuni-
lateral, Wiser closely approximatesglobal to the extent
that their lines are visually indistinguishable. Relativeto
theglobal, the average overprovisioning level is 0% with
Wiser and 7% withunilateral. The right graph shows the
results for the entire topology. Traffic consists of flows
between a randomly selected 10% of all possible PoP
pairs. We simulate the failure of each interconnection be-
tween tier-1 ISPs. There are over 400 such interconnec-
tions in the dataset. As is the case for the smaller topolo-
gies, the overprovisioning withWiser is much less than
that withunilateral. The average difference is 8%. While
ISPs usually upgrade capacity by bigger factors, this dif-
ference may translate into significant monetary savings if
they need to upgrade less often.

Though not shown in the graphs, we find thatWiser is
win-win for this measure as well, i.e., the overprovision-
ing level of individual ISPs does not increase compared
to unilateral.

6.1.3 Inferred link weights

Finally, we study the efficiency ofWiser when ISPs have
diverse objectives. We model this using link weights in-
ferred for each ISP [44]. The shortest path routing pro-
duced by these weights is consistent with the routing ob-
served inside ISPs, though these weights are not neces-
sarily identical to what the ISP uses [44]. We assume that
these weights capture the existing internal objectives of
ISPs at the time the topologies and weights were inferred.

The left graph in Figure 5 shows the efficiency ofWiser
andunilateralwith inferred link weights. It plots the mul-
tiplicative inflation in path length relative to the length of
global (as computed in§6.1.1). Unlikeunilateral, Wiser
comes close toglobal. The worst 1% of the paths are in-
flated by a factor of 7 withunilateralbut by only 1.7 with
Wiser. The right graph shows thatWiser is win-win for
this cost model as well. It plots the gain for individual
ISPs, measured as the average reduction in pathweight
relative tounilateral.
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Figure 6: The convergence time and routing message
overhead ofWiser. Left: The CDF of convergence time.
Right: The CDF of maximum rate of routing messages.

6.2 Overhead
We now study the overhead ofWiser relative to BGP us-
ing our XORP and SSFNet prototypes.

Implementation complexity Using lines of code as
a rough measure of implementation complexity, we find
that our XORP and SSFNet prototypes add only 3% and
6% lines to their respective BGP implementations.

Convergence time and routing messages We eval-
uate the convergence time and routing message overhead
of Wiser in response to routing perturbations. We use
SSFNet for these experiments. Due to memory limita-
tions, we consider only the “core” of the internetwork
topology, which includes roughly 300 nodes that belong
to tier-1 ISPs and have multiple neighbors. We believe
that our results are reflective of the overall topology be-
cause our measures depend heavily on the core [25].

We perturb routing with failures of the interconnections
between tier-1 ISPs as in§6.1.2. These are significant
events, and most changes will have a smaller impact on
routing. One interconnection fails per trial. All costs are
static, which corresponds to overprovisioned networks.

The left graph in Figure 6 plots the CDF of the time it
takes for the routing to converge after the link fails. There
is one point for each simulated failure. Connectivity is
restored in bothWiser and BGP as soon as the failure is
discovered but the convergence time can differ. For 60%
of the failures, the convergence time ofWiser is similar
to that of BGP. It is higher for 40% of them.

BGP routers advertise only reachability, and so the
routing converges soon after the routers attached to the
failed link withdraw routes that use that link and an-
nounce new routes. WithWiser, if the normalization fac-
tor changes significantly, as it may for a major failure,
more routing messages can follow the initial announce-
ments. The delay in this case is dominated by the MRAI
(minimum route advertisement interval with a default of
30 seconds) timer of BGP which determines the mini-
mum gap between routing messages sent to neighbor.

These convergence times seem acceptable to us for
major changes, especially since connectivity is restored

quickly. Even faster convergence could be obtained with
lower values of MRAI, as advocated by some [15], or by
ignoring MRAI for normalization factor changes.

The right graph in Figure 6 plots the CDF of the maxi-
mum message rate experienced by any router in the topol-
ogy. We count messages from when the link fails to
when the routing converges. We see that the routing mes-
sage overhead ofWiser is comparable to that of BGP. It
is slightly lower probably due to its longer convergence
time for a subset of the cases.

Computational requirements We use XORP to
study the computational requirements ofWiser for typical
workloads. Routers that runWiser need to track normal-
ization factors and usage costs, as well as BGP-related
responsibilities. To measure this added burden, we feed
in a log of routing messages collected by a RouteViews
server from forty-one diverse routers in the Internet to
a machine (2.2 GHz, 3.8GB RAM) that runsWiser. Be-
cause the logs do not containWiser costs, we attach a ran-
domly generated cost in the integral range [1..10] to each
message. So that the routing tables fit in memory, we ran-
domly select ten out of the forty-one message sources in
a trial. We conduct five trials each for logs from two dif-
ferent days and find that the computational load ofWiser
is only 15-25% higher than BGP.

6.3 Robustness to Cheating
To study potential for abuse, we consider a form of cheat-
ing that we consider plausible: a dishonest ISP manipu-
lates its advertised costs and favors its own costs in path
selection to try to reduce the average internal cost of the
traffic it carries. There are bound to be other motivations
to cheat and forms of misbehavior of which we are not
aware, but we must leave these for future study.

In our experiment, we consider pairs of ISPs that inter-
connect in multiple places. This allows us to study the
average cost of carrying traffic in isolation because the
overall traffic in each ISP network stays constant. Traf-
fic is composed of a unit flow between each pair of PoPs.
ISPs aim to minimize internal distance. One ISP in the
pair is honest and the other is dishonest. We assume that
the dishonest ISP has complete information about traffic
and the other ISP’s internal costs of sending traffic (which
are never directly disclosed). This overestimates the abil-
ities of the cheater because there will be uncertainty in
this information in practice.

The dishonest ISP changes the relative values of ad-
vertised costs and uses a reduced normalization factor to
favor its internal costs when it selects paths. Computing
advertised costs that give the dishonest ISP the most gain
within the normalization constraint is NP-hard (because
it similar to bin packing). We use hill climbing to ap-
proximate these costs. Similarly, we use binary search to
find the lowest normalization factor that still satisfies the
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Figure 7:Wiser limits the gain for dishonest ISPs and the
loss for honest ISPs.Left: The CDF of gain for dishonest
ISPs.Right: The CDF of gain for honest ISPs.

bound on the usage cost ratio. We choose a value of 0.8
for this bound for illustrative purposes.

Figure 7 shows the impact of cheating with this strat-
egy. The graphs plot the CDF of gain for the dishonest
and honest ISPs, where the gain is measured as the reduc-
tion in average distance relative tounilateral. For com-
parison, we also plot the gains for a scenario where both
ISPs honestly implementWiser and for a scenario where
the dishonest ISP can cheat arbitrarily because the nor-
malization and usage cost ratio constraints do not exist.
We see that withWiser the curves for one dishonest ISP
are close to the case where both ISPs are honest. This im-
plies thatWiser limits the gain for the dishonest ISP and
the loss for the honest ISP. We also see higher gain and
loss when the constraints imposed byWiser are removed,
which further indicates their effectiveness.

6.4 Understanding the Efficiency of Wiser
We now switch from evaluatingWiser over realistic in-
puts to explore in more general terms the ISP cost models
and topologies for which it can provide efficient routing.

6.4.1 Impact of ISP cost models
We experiment with synthetic cost models to understand
under what circumstances efficient end-to-end paths are
produced. We know thatWiser produces efficient routes
with inferred link weights that model ISPs’ costs today.
But it will not necessarily do so for arbitrary models of
internal ISP costs. To probe this issue, we first consider a
scenario where we assume that each ISP has an unknown
(to us) objective, and randomly assign costs to each link
from a finite range. The solid curves in Figure 8 show the
results. The left graph plots the CCDF of path inflation
relative toglobal, as computed in§ 6.1.1. The right graph
plots the individual gain for ISPs, measured as the aver-
age reduction in cost of carrying traffic. The graphs show
that the quality of end-to-end paths with random costs as-
signment is poor even thoughWiser individually benefits
all ISPs.
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Figure 8:Efficiency ofWiser and gain for individual ISPs
with two synthetic cost models.Left: The CCDF of path
inflation. Right: The CDF of gain for individual ISPs.

However, ISPs objectives are not arbitrary but influ-
enced by measures of interest to them and their users,
e.g., all reasonable objectives are likely to reflect path
length to some extent. To evaluateWiser in this more
realistic scenario, we assume that the cost of a link in-
side an ISP is1

2
L + rL, whereL is the length of the

link andr, which is a random number in the range[0..1],
captures the unknown components of the ISP objective,
scaled to match the length component. Figure 8 shows
that the end-to-end paths with these “distance-sensitive
costs” are efficient and ISPs individually benefit as well.

6.4.2 Impact of topology
We now use an analytic model to understand the topolog-
ical characteristics that makeWiser effective. To make
this tractable, we restrict ourselves to the two-ISP base
case. Generalizing the arguments presented below lead
to similar inferences for the multi-ISP case [26].

Consider two ISPs, ISP-1 and ISP-W , that intercon-
nect inN places. We model the internal ISP topology as
a fully-connected mesh in which the cost of transporting
a packet between two nodes is drawn from a uniform ran-
dom distribution in the range [0..1] for ISP-1 and [0..W ]
for ISP-W (W ≥ 1). W captures ISP heterogeneity: a
higherW stems from a higher average cost of carrying
packets inside ISP-W . The cost of transporting a packet
across the two ISPs is the sum of the costs incurred in-
side each. This assumes that the ISPs’ costs have been
mapped to comparable units. The expected costs in this
model with different routing methods is shown in Table 3.
Their derivation is outlined in [26]. Our model is simplis-
tic, e.g., paths between pairs of nodes are not truly inde-
pendent of other paths, but we find its results to be consis-
tent with our other experiments. It is also arguably more
realistic than the only other analytic model of two-ISP
routing of which we are aware [19] because it captures
factors such asN andW that we show to be important.

We study the efficiency of the different routing meth-
ods as a function ofW . We use cost inflation relative
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Table 3: Expected routing costs with various routing
methods. Cm(N,W ) is the total cost of routing using
methodm, andC1

m
(N,W ) is the cost incurred by ISP-1.

The cost incurred by ISP-W is the difference of the two.

to global as the measure of efficiency. This captures the
average inflation, not the worst-case inflation. As such,
it underestimates the benefit ofWiser by discounting the
impact of egregiously bad cases.

The left graph in Figure 9 plots cost inflation as a func-
tion of W , where we have selectedN = 6 to provide an
example.Wiser is always more efficient thanunilateral.
It comes close toglobal for low values ofW but is less
efficient asW increases. To investigate this effect, the
right graph plots the gain of individual ISPs withWiser
and global. Gain is computed as the reduction in cost
relative tounilateral. Both ISPs gain equally withWiser,
but ISP-W gains at the expense of ISP-1 with global. Be-
cause ISP-W’s costs are higher, globally optimal will sac-
rifice ISP-1’s interests to the greater good. Thus,Wiser
enables ISPs to cooperate without losing but the overall
efficiency is less when ISPs’ costs are very diverse. That
the efficiency ofWiser comes close to that ofglobal for
realistic topologies (§6.1) suggests that the costs of ISPs
that interconnect in multiple places are roughly similar
for the metrics that we study.

6.5 Summary of Results
We end this section with a summary of results. For the
topologies and metrics we studied, we showed that joint
control of routing inWiser comes close to ideal routing
that globally optimizes end-to-end paths based on com-
plete information. For the path length metric, while the
worst 1% of that paths are inflated by a factor of 6 with
today’s routing practices, they are inflated only by a fac-
tor of 1.5 withWiser. Wiser also reduces the bandwidth
provisioning required by ISPs to handle the dynamic con-
ditions that we simulated by 8% on average. We explored
other ISP objectives and found thatWiser continues to
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Figure 9:Cost inflation (left) and gain for individual ISPs
(right) as a function ofW with N=6.

produce efficient paths as long as ISPs’ objectives include
factors that influence end-to-end paths, as is typically the
case today. We found the overhead ofWiser to be similar
to BGP in terms of implementation complexity, routing
message and computational requirements. For the strate-
gies that we studied, cost normalization and usage cost
ratio constraints limit the gain for dishonest ISPs and the
loss for honest ISPs. Finally, our analysis showed that
the efficiency ofWiser depends on the similarity in ISPs’
costs, but it is always higher than unilateral routing and,
unlike optimal routing, stays win-win.

7 Discussion
The most surprising aspect of our work is perhaps that the
simple mechanisms ofWiser are so effective in our exper-
iments. Wiser obtains high levels of efficiency by com-
bining costs over neighboring pairs of ISPs. This sug-
gests that it is neither necessary nor particularly advan-
tageous to construct more complex costs that are mean-
ingful across larger groups of ISPs, e.g., global currency.
This is somewhat surprising because currencies with a
larger scope could allow better multi-way trades, in the
same way that bigger markets tend to be more efficient.
But it confers a significant practical advantage: It is much
simpler to implement costs between pairs of ISPs because
this mirrors the contractual structure of the Internet.

To see whether even simpler approaches would be
equally efficient, we studied two alternate approaches.
First, we ranWiser with ordinal (rather than cardinal)
costs to disclose less information. This is an interesting
point in the design space because MEDs have ordinal se-
mantics. We found that efficiency withWiser using ordi-
nal costs was little better than unilateral routing. Cardinal
costs can lead to greater efficiency by using relative mag-
nitudes to identify path changes that lead to a small loss
for one ISP but a bigger gain for another. Second, we ran
a variant ofWiser for pairs of flows.Wiser takes a holis-
tic view of the traffic exchanged between two ISPs and
is efficient; at the other extreme, unilateral routing con-
siders each flow in isolation and can be inefficient. Pairs



of flows that go in opposite directions are a natural inter-
mediate point. However, we found the efficiency of this
approach to be little better than unilateral routing.

Taken together, the observations above suggest that
Wiser occupies an attractive point in the design space:
more complex approaches gain little efficiency; and sim-
pler approaches lose efficiency.

Finally, one aspect of our design that we have mostly
deferred to future work is stability with different cost
functions. Provably stable dynamic routing in large net-
works is an open research question even under non-
strategic behavior [6, 22, 41, 52]. Existing research pro-
vides guidelines for assigning costs in a way that en-
hances routing stability [3, 6, 41, 53] and which apply
to our setting. We also note that information sharing and
non-greedy decision making may enhance stability be-
cause it discourages ISPs from making changes that ad-
versely affect each other.

8 Related Work
Much recent work has highlighted that BGP provides
poor control over routing and computes inefficient
paths [4, 11, 19, 36, 40, 44, 50]. Our work shows how
these problems can be addressed while being consistent
with ISP interests. Stability of BGP under different com-
mercial policies has also been scrutinized [16].Wiser
finds paths within commercial preferences and thus nei-
ther helps nor hurts on that account except for removing
MED-induced oscillations [29].

Wiser builds on our earlier work on Nexit, a framework
by which two ISPs can negotiate routes [28]. Unlike
Nexit, Wiser handles the general case of multiple ISPs
and has a much lower overhead. It accomplishes this
while preserving ISP interests in the same manner and
disclosing similar amount of information.

Other work has explored optimizing interdomain rout-
ing using existing BGP knobs [11, 17, 37, 51]. While this
helps, it has limited effectiveness because ISPs lack visi-
bility outside their own network and have little incentive
to suffer for the greater good.Wiser tackles these root
problems directly. At the other extreme, work on interdo-
main quality-of-service (QoS) requires full cooperation
between ISPs, including the disclosure of sensitive infor-
mation and agreement on the optimization metric [10].
Wiser eschews this high degree of cooperation to preserve
ISP interests and facilitate deployment.

Researchers have also explored monetary payments for
carrying traffic along specified routes [2, 32]. This re-
quires ISPs to disclose monetary costs at a fine gran-
ularity; approaches based on mechanism design [13]
can encourage the disclosure of true costs via strategy-
proof (but not budget-balanced) mechanisms. Regard-
less, monetary costs are difficult to compute [42], can
leak sensitive information that can be used to undercut

the market outside of the mechanism, and are not com-
patible with the current “customer pays” charging model
that is independent of the direction of traffic.Wiser re-
tains the current charging model to be practical, and our
results also suggest that monetary costs are not necessary
for better efficiency.

Finally, Wiser is similar in spirit to other work on com-
petitive interests. Like BitTorrent [9],Wiser uses bilateral
coordination and favors practicality over the prevention
of cheating [43]. Like work on load management in fed-
erated systems [5],Wiser leverages offline and bilateral
contracts to simplify online operation.

9 Conclusions
Our work shows that, at least for Internet routing, com-
peting interests can be harnessed using practical proto-
cols and without significant loss in efficiency.Wiser en-
ables ISPs to jointly control routing and find good end-
to-end, policy-compliant paths while allowing them to
improve their own routing by their own reckoning. It
builds on the existing contractual framework, does not
require new monetary exchange, and is incrementally de-
ployable. We evaluatedWiser via simulation over mea-
sured topologies and with XORP and SSFNet prototypes.
In our experiments,Wiser was win-win and its efficiency
came close to that of routes that were globally optimized
with complete information. It was especially useful in au-
tomatically improving the tail of the paths which can be
overly long with current routing methods. The overhead
of Wiser was similar to BGP, and the built-in checks and
balances encouraged ISPs to use it honestly.

Our evaluation suggests thatWiser is a promising way
to provide more control to ISPs while increasing the effi-
ciency of routing at the same time. To better understand
its benefit in practice, in the future, we will conduct a
more detailed investigation into models of ISPs’ behav-
iors and the extent and frequency of routing inefficiencies
that can be fixed withWiser.

We hope that lessons from our work will prove useful in
other contexts. Normalization may be broadly useful be-
cause it enables trading where there is no common basis
for assigning values to commodities. Similarly, mecha-
nisms such as usage cost ratios that reduce the degrees of
freedom of individual parties may help to address other
conflicts between efficiency and incentive compatibility.
And the use of offline contractual clauses, which has re-
ceived little attention in research, appears to be a power-
ful method to simplify online operation.
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